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People can infinitely look at a fire. because see in him the life and all in the Universe!
OUR FIRE IN FOG SHINES
"Our fire in fog shines,
Sparks die away on the fly …"
(from a popular song)
Scientists didn't find many years the causes of a red luminescence (fig. 1) of the Universe. After carrying
out researches scientists have found a scientific explanation of a red luminescence of the Universe
which is present when viewing through an infrared lens of the telescope. Having involved the GBT
telescope, scientists have established that the Red luminescence demonstrates existence of a
petrolnitrile around stars. The petrolnitrile is space debris. These molecules are grouped near the stars
having the high level of energy and heat.

Fig. 1. Red luminescence of the Universe
However also other exclusive hypotheses which logically explain the majority of the processes
happening in space are made. For example: people can infinitely look at a fire because they see in it the
life and all in the Universe!
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